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Abstra t. Emerging patterns (EPs) are itemsets whose supports hange
signi antly from one dataset to another; they were re ently proposed
to apture multi-attribute ontrasts between data lasses, or trends over
time. In this paper we propose a new lassi er, CAEP, using the following main ideas based on EPs: (i) Ea h EP an sharply di erentiate the
lass membership of a (possibly small) fra tion of instan es ontaining
the EP, due to the big di eren e between its supports in the opposing
lasses; we de ne the di erentiating power of the EP in terms of the
supports and their ratio, on instan es ontaining the EP. (ii) For ea h
instan e t, by aggregating the di erentiating power of a xed, automati ally sele ted set of EPs, a s ore is obtained for ea h lass. The s ores
for all lasses are normalized and the largest s ore determines t's lass.
CAEP is suitable for many appli ations, even those with large volumes
of high (e.g. 45) dimensional data; it does not depend on dimension redu tion on data; and it is usually equally a urate on all lasses even
if their populations are unbalan ed. Experiments show that CAEP has
onsistent good predi tive a ura y, and it almost always outperforms
C4.5 and CBA. By using eÆ ient, border-based algorithms (developed
elsewhere) to dis over EPs, CAEP s ales up on data volume and dimensionality. Observing that a ura y on the whole dataset is too oarse
des ription of lassi ers, we also used a more a urate measure, sensitivity and pre ision, to better hara terize the performan e of lassi ers.
CAEP is also very good under this measure.

1 Introdu tion

Classi ation is an important problem in data mining and ma hine learning,
aimed at building a lassi er from training instan es for predi ting the lasses
of new instan es. Re ently, datasets are be oming in reasingly larger in both
volume and dimensionality (number of attributes); a new hallenge is the ability
to eÆ iently build highly a urate lassi ers from su h datasets. In this paper
we propose a new lassi er, CAEP (Classi ation by Aggregating Emerging
Patterns), whi h is suitable for many appli ations, even those with large volumes
of high dimensional data. The lassi er is highly a urate, and is usually equally

a urate on all lasses even if their populations are unbalan ed. These advantages
are a hieved without dimension redu tion on data.
CAEP is based on the following two main new ideas:
(i) We use a new type of knowledge, the so- alled emerging patterns (EPs),
re ently proposed in [4℄, to build CAEP. Roughly speaking, EPs are those itemsets whose supports (i.e. frequen ies) in rease signi antly from one lass of
data to another. For example, the itemset fodor=none, stalk-surfa e-below-ring
= smooth, ring-number=oneg in the Mushroom dataset [12℄ is a typi al EP,
whose support in reases from 0:2% in the poisonous lass to 57:6% in the edible
:6%
lass, at a growth rate of 288 (= 57
0:2% ). For us, an item is a simple test on an
attribute, and an EP is a multi-attribute test. Ea h EP an have very strong
power for di erentiating the lass membership of some instan es. Indeed, if a
new instan e s ontains the above EP, then with odds of 99:6% we an laim
that s belongs to the edible lass. In general, the di erentiating power of an EP
is roughly proportional to the growth rate of its supports and its support in the
target lass.
(ii) An individual EP is usually sharp in telling the lass of only a very small
fra tion (e.g. 3%) of all instan es, and thus it will have very poor overall lassi ation a ura y if it is used by itself on all instan es. To build an a urate
lassi er, we rst nd, for ea h lass C , all the EPs meeting some support and
growth rate thresholds, from the (opponent) set of all none-C instan es to the
set of all C instan es. Then we aggregate the power of the dis overed EPs for
lassifying an instan e s: We derive an aggregate di erentiating s ore for ea h
lass C , by summing the di erentiating power of all EPs of C that o ur in s; the
s ore for C is then normalized by dividing it by some base s ore (e.g. median)
of the training instan es of C . Finally, we let the largest normalized s ore determine the winning lass. Normalization is done to redu e the e e t of unbalan ed
distribution of EPs among the lasses ( lasses with more EPs frequently give
higher s ores to instan es, even to those from other lasses).
CAEP a hieves very good predi tive a ura y on all the datasets we tested,
and it outperforms the best of ve lassi ers on 5 out of 9 datasets (see Table 1).
We believe that the high a ura y is a hieved be ause we are using a new high
dimensional method to solve a high dimensional problem: Ea h EP is a multiattribute test and CAEP is using the ombined power of an unbounded set of
EPs to arrive at a lassi ation de ision.
Being equally a urate on all lasses is very useful for many appli ations,
where there are a dominant lass (e.g. 98% of all instan es) and a minority lass,
and the sole purpose of lassi ation is to a urately at h instan es of the
minority lass. Classi ation a ura y is not the desired measure, as we would
then onsider the lassi er whi h lassi es all instan es as in the dominant lass a
very good lassi er. In this paper we also measure lassi ers using sensitivity and
pre ision, whi h reward lassi ers that orre tly label more minority instan es
and do not mislabel many other instan es.
The CAEP lassi er an be eÆ iently built for large high dimensional training datasets in a s alable way, sin e EPs an be dis overed eÆ iently, using

border-based algorithms [4℄ and Max-Miner [1℄. We an qui kly produ e CAEP
lassi ers for datasets su h as Mushroom, whose re ords onsist of 21 attributes.
(Figure 9 of [1℄ shows that CPU time is 100 se onds for support threshold of
0.1%. Border-based algorithms [4℄ then an nd the EPs in around 0.5 hour.)
There are several parameters that need to be sele ted. All these are done
automati ally, using the performan e of the resulting lassi er on the training
instan es as guidan e. Be ause of the use of aggregation and perhaps normalization, we have not en ountered the traditional over tting problem in our experiments.
Organization: We ompare CAEP with related work below. x2 introdu es
EPs and preliminaries. x3 presents our main ideas on how to build CAEP. x4
dis usses how to eÆ iently dis over the EPs, their supports and growth rates.
x5 dis usses how to redu e the number of EPs and x6 on the automati sele tion of CAEP's parameters. x7 dis usses the ri e-DNA dataset and the need to
use sensitivity and pre ision to measure lassi ers. x8 ontains the experimental
results, and x9 o ers some on luding remarks.
Related Work: CAEP is fundamentally di erent from previous lassi ers
in its use of the new knowledge type of EPs. To arrive at a s ore for de ision
making, CAEP uses a set of multi-attribute tests (EPs) for ea h lass. Most
previous lassi ers onsider only one test on one attribute at a time; a few
ex eptions, X-of-N [18℄, CBA [11℄ and linear de ision trees [2℄, onsider only one
multi-attribute test to make a de ision.
Aggregation of the di erentiating power of EPs is di erent from bagging or
boosting [17℄, whi h manipulate the training data to generate di erent lassi ers
and then aggregate the votes of several lassi ers. With CAEP, ea h EP is too
weak as a lassi er and all the EPs are more easily obtained.
Loosely speaking, our aggregation of the power of EPs in lassi ation is related to the Bayesian predi tion theory. For an instan e t viewed as an itemset,
Bayesian predi tion would label t as Ck , where the probability P r(tjCk )  P r(Ck )
is the largest among the lasses. The optimal Bayesian lassi er needs to \know"
the probability P r(tjCk ) for all possible t, whi h is learly impra ti al for high dimensional datasets. Roughly speaking, CAEP \approximates" P r(tjCk )  P r(Ck )
using the normalized s ore.
CAEP is the rst appli ation of EPs to lassi ation. Partially in uen ed
by CAEP, [10℄ proposes a di erent lassi er, JEP-Classi er, also based on aggregated power of EPs. Major di eren es in lude: (i) CAEP uses general EPs,
whereas JEP-Classi er uses ex lusively jumping EPs (i.e. EPs whose support
in reases from zero in one dataset to non-zero in the other dataset). (ii) For
datasets with more than two lasses, CAEP uses the lasses in a symmetri
way, whereas JEP-Classi er uses them in an ordered way. (iii) In aggregating
the di erentiating power of all EPs, CAEP uses fa tors based on both support
and support growth rate, whereas JEP-Classi er uses only the supports. (iv)
As CAEP uses EPs with mixed growth rates, the redu tion of the EPs is more
ompli ated; for JEP-Classi er, all jumping EPs have in nite growth rates and
the redu tion is simpler. (v) The normalization idea is used in CAEP but not in

JEP-Classi er. The two lassi ers o er their own advantages: CAEP is better
for ases with few or even no jumping EPs whose supports meet a reasonable
threshold (su h as 1%), whereas JEP-Classi er is better when there are many
jumping EPs. Ea h of them is almost onsistently better than C4.5 and CBA.

2 Emerging Patterns and Preliminaries

Assume the original data instan es have m attribute values. Ea h instan e in the
training dataset D is asso iated with a lass label, out of a total of p lass labels:
C1 , C2 , ..., Cp . We partition D into p sets, D1 , D2 , ...., Dp , with Di ontaining all
instan es of lass Ci .
Emerging patterns are de ned for binary transa tion databases. To nd them,
we may need to en ode a raw dataset into a binary one: We dis retize the value
range of ea h ontinuous attribute into intervals [9℄. Ea h (attribute; interval)
pair is alled an item in the binary (transa tion) database, whi h will be represented as an integer for onvenien e. An instan e t in the raw dataset will then
be mapped to a transa tion of the binary database: t has the value 1 on exa tly
those items (A; v ) where t's A-value is in the interval v . We will represent this
new t as the set of items for whi h it takes 1, and we will assume hen eforth the
datasets D, D1 , ..., Dp are binary.
Let I be the set of all items in the en oding. An itemset X is a subset
of I , and its support in a dataset D0 , suppD (X ), is jft2DjDjXj tgj . Given two
datasets D0 and D00 , the growth rate of an itemset X from D0 to D00 is de ned
(X )
as growth rateD !D (X ) = supp
supp
(X ) if suppD (X ) 6= 0; = 0 if suppD (X ) =
suppD (X ) = 0; and = 1 if suppD (X ) = 0 6= suppD (X ).
Emerging patterns [4℄ are itemsets with large growth rates from D0 to D00 .
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De nition 1. Given D0 , D00 and a growth rate threshold

 > 1, an emerging
pattern (-EP or simply EP) from D0 to D00 is an itemset e where growth rateD !D (e) 

.

0

Example 1. Consider the following training dataset with two lasses, P and N

(this is a tually an en oding of the Saturday morning a tivity example from [15℄).

P
N
f 2,6,7,10 g f 3,5,7,10 g f 3,4,8,10 g f 1,6,7,10 g f 1,6,7,9 g
f 2,4,8,9 g f 1,4,8,10 g f 3,5,8,10 g f 3,4,8,9 g f 1,5,7,10 g
f 1,5,8,9 g f 2,5,7,9 g f 2,6,8,10 g f 3,5,7,9 g
Then f1, 9g is an EP from lass P to lass N with a growth rate 95 ; it is also an
-EP for any 1 <   95 . Some other EPs are given later.
3 Classi ation by Aggregating EPs

We now des ribe the major ideas and omponents of the CAEP lassi er: (1) how
to partition the dataset to derive the EPs for use in CAEP, (2) how individual
EPs an di erentiate lass memberships, (3) how to ombine the ontribution
of individual EPs to derive the aggregate s ores, and (4) how to normalize the
aggregate s ores for de iding lass membership. We also give an overview on how
to onstru t and use CAEP.

00

3.1 Partitioning dataset to get EPs of lasses

For ea h lass Ck , we will use a set of EPs to ontrast its instan es, Dk , against all
other instan es: We let Dk0 = D Dk be the opposing lass, or simply opponent,
of Dk . We then mine (dis ussion on how is given later) the EPs from Dk0 to Dk ;
we refer to these EPs as the EPs of lass Ck , and sometimes refer to Ck as the
target lass of these EPs.
For Example 1, some EPs of lass N (i.e. from P to N ) are (e : f1g; suppN (e) :
0:6; growth rateP!N : 2:7), (f1; 7g; 0:6; 1), (f1; 10g; 0:4; 3:6), (f3; 4; 8; 9g; 0:2,
1): Similarly, some EPs of P are (f2g; 0:44; 1), (f8g; 0:67; 3:33), (f4; 8g; 0:33; 1:67).

3.2 Di erentiating power of individual EPs

Ea h EP an sharply di erentiate the lass membership of a fra tion of instan es
whi h ontain the EP, and this sharp di erentiating power is derived from the
big di eren e between its supports in the opposing lasses. Continuing with
Example 1, onsider the EP (f1; 10g; 0:40; 3:60) for lass N . Suppose s is an
instan e ontaining this EP. What is the odds that s belongs to N , given that s
ontains this EP? To simplify the dis ussion, we assume all lasses have roughly
3:60supp
equal population ounts; then the answer is suppsupp
+supp = 3:60supp +supp =
3:60
3:60+1 = 78%, sin e suppN = 3:60  suppP . Without this assumption, we need to
repla e supports (e.g. suppN ) by ounts (e.g. suppN  ountN where ountN is the
number of instan es of lass N ), and similar odds an be obtained. Observe that
this EP has no di erentiating power on instan es s0 that do not ontain the EP.
Therefore, assuming the population ratio in the training data a urately re e ts
the ratio in test instan es and all lasses have roughly equal population ounts,
this EP an be used to di erentiate the lass membership with the probability
of 78% for roughly supp +2 supp = 0:5  (1 + 3:160 )  suppN = 25% of the total
population.
The fra tion of instan es whi h ontain an EP may be a very small fra tion
(25% above, but mu h smaller, e.g. 3%, in many examples) of all instan es.
Hen e, it annot yield very a urate predi tions if it is used by itself on all
instan es. For example, if we applied the above EP on all instan es, we would
arrive at an overall predi tive a ura y of roughly 0:25  0:78 = 19:5%. This
would be mu h lower if overage is only 3%.
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3.3 Better overall a ura y by aggregated s ore

We noti ed above that a single EP is sharp on predi ting lass membership of
a small fra tion of instan es, but not on all instan es. We now show how to
ombine the strength of a set of EPs in order to produ e a lassi er with good
overall a ura y.
Roughly speaking, given a test instan e s, we let all the EPs of a lass Ci that
s ontains ontribute to the nal de ision of whether s should be labelled as Ci .
This gives us the advantage of overing more ases than ea h single EP an over,
be ause di erent EPs omplement ea h other in their appli able populations. To
illustrate, onsider Example 1. The largest fra tion of population that a single
EP (e.g. f8g) an over is around 50%, whereas the seven EPs given above in
12  85:7%.
x3.1 have a mu h larger ombined overage, around 14

How do we ombine the di erentiating power of a set of EPs? A natural way
is to sum the ontributions of the individual EPs. (Other possibilities exist, but
are beyond the s ope of this paper.) Now, how do we formulate the ontribution
of a single EP? Roughly, we use a produ t of the odds dis ussed earlier and the
fra tion of the population of the lass that ontain the EP. More spe i ally, let
growth rate(e)

e be an EP of lass C , we let e's ontribution be given by
growth rate(e)+1
suppC (e): Observe that the rst term is roughly the onditional probability that
an instan e is in lass C given that the instan e ontains this EP e, and the
se ond term is the fra tion of the instan es of lass C that this EP applies.
The ontribution is proportional to both growth rate(e) and suppC (e). We now
de ne s ores of instan es for the lasses.

De nition 2. Given an instan e s and a set E(C ) of EPs of a lass C dis overed
from the training data, the aggregate s ore (or s ore) of s for C is de ned as
s ore(s;

C) =

X

growth rate(e)

()

s;e2E C

e

growth rate(e) + 1

 suppC (e):

We now illustrate the al ulation of ontributions of EPs and s ores of instan es using Example 1 and the instan e s = f1; 5; 7; 9g. Among EPs of the
growth rate threshold of 1.1, s ontains 2 of lass P : (f5g, 44%, 1:11), (f1; 5; 9g,
11%, 1); it ontains 10 of lass N : (f1g, 60%, 2:7), (f7g, 80%, 2:4), (f1; 5g, 20%,
1:8), (f1; 7g, 60%, 1), (f1; 9g, 20%, 1:8), (f5; 7g, 40%, 1:8), (f7; 9g, 40%, 3:6),
(f1; 5; 7g, 20%, 1), (f1; 7; 9g, 20%, 1), (f5; 7; 9g, 20%, 1:8). The aggregate s ore
:11
of s for P is: s ore(s; P ) = 1:111+1
 0:44+ 11+1  0:11 = 0:52  0:44+1  0:11 = 0:33:
Similarly, the ontributions of the 10 EPs for N are respe tively 0:41, 0:56, 0:12,
0:60, 0:12, 0:24, 0:31, 0:20, 0:20, 0:12, and their sum is s ore(s; N ) = 2:88.

3.4 Normalizing the s ores to make de ision

For ea h instan e s, how do we use the p s ores for all lasses to predi t its lass?
One might be tempted to assign to s the lass label C , for whi h the s ore of
s is the largest. This turns out to be a bad strategy. The main reason for this
is that the numbers of EPs for di erent lasses may not be balan ed, whi h is
a frequent s enario for appli ations where some lasses may have more random
(uniform) distributions of values and onsequently fewer EPs. If a lass C has
many more EPs than another lass C 0 , then instan es usually get higher s ores
for C than for C 0 , even for training instan es of lass C 0 . This indeed happens,
for example in the ri e-DNA dataset (see x6), whi h onsists of a positive lass
and a negative lass. The negative lass ontains mostly \random" instan es,
and the ratio of the number of EPs of the positive to that of the negative is 28:1
when the support threshold is 3% and the growth rate threshold is 2.
Our solution to this problem is to \normalize" the s ores, by dividing them
using a s ore at a xed per entile for the training instan es of ea h lass. More
spe i ally, a base s ore for ea h lass C , base s ore(C ), should be rst found
from the training instan es of the lass. The normalized s ore of an instan e s for
C , norm s ore(s; C ), is de ned as the ratio s ore(s; C )=base s ore(C ). (Observe

that our use of the term \normalized" is a slight abuse, sin e our normalized
s ores may be > 1.) Instead of letting the lass with the highest raw s ore win,
we let the lass with the largest normalized s ore win. (We break tie by letting
the lass with the largest population win.)
How do we determine the base s ores? We an let base s ore(C ) be the median of the s ores of the training instan es lass C ; that is, exa tly 50% of the
training instan es of C have s ores larger than or equal to base s ore(C ). We do
not have to use 50%; in fa t, other per entiles between 50%{85% give roughly
similar results. The CAEP onstru tion program should automati ally hoose
a good per entile in this range, by testing the performan e of the onstru ted
lassi er on the training instan es. We do not want to use per entage on the
two extreme ends (e.g. 3%), be ause the training instan es usually ontain some
outliers, and if we use su h a hoi e we let the outliers give too mu h in uen e.

Example 2. For a simple illustration of the de ision pro ess, assume there are
5 training instan es from ea h of the positive (+ve) and negative (-ve) lasses,
and their s ores are:
+ve training instan es -ve training instan es
s ore(s,+ve) s ore(s,-ve) s ore(s,+ve) s ore(s,-ve)
18.44
0.31
4.89
5.51
16.65
0.39
8.37
5.47
15:76
0.05
2.8
5:4
15.28
0.21
9.93
4.97
14.52
0.41
10.31
4.8

The (median) base s ores for the positive and negative lasses are respe tively
15.76 and 5.4. Given a test instan e s (known to be from the negative lass) with
s ores 7.07 and 4.82 for the positive and negative lasses respe tively, we have
norm s ore(s,-ve)=4.82/5.4=0.89
norm s ore(s,+ve)=7.07/15.76=0.45
s is thus labelled as negative. Observe that this de ision is made even when s
has a higher raw s ore for the positive lass.

3.5 The entire pro ess
The entire pro ess for building and using CAEP is summarized below, assuming
that the original dataset is partitioned a ording to the lass labels.
CAEP (training datasets D1 ; : : : ; Dp for p lasses C1 ;    ; Cp )
;; training phase
1) Mine the EP set Ei from [pj=1 Dj Di to Di for ea h 1  i  p;
;; A growth rate threshold is given, or set to a default e.g. 2
2) Optionally, redu e the number of EPs in ea h of E1 ;    ; Ep ;
3) Cal ulate the aggregate s ores of all training instan es for all lasses;
4) Get the base s ores base s ore(Ci ) for ea h lass Ci ;
;; testing phase
5) For ea h test instan e s do:
6) Cal ulate aggregate and normalized s ores of s for ea h lass Ci ;
7) Assign to s the lass Cj for whi h s has the largest normalized s ore.

4 EÆ ient Mining of EPs
For the dis overy of EPs we will be using methods introdu ed in [4℄. A key
tool used by the eÆ ient methods of [4℄ is that of borders, useful for the on ise
representation and eÆ ient manipulation of large olle tions of itemsets.

Example 3. An example border is <L = ff22g, f57g, f61gg, R = ff22, 34, 36,

57, 61, 81, 85, 88gg>: The olle tion of itemsets represented by this border is
fY j 9X 2 L, 9Z 2 R su h that X  Y  Z g. Representative itemsets overed
in the border in lude f22g; f22; 57g; f36; 57; 81; 88g. For interested readers, this
is a tually a border for the EPs from the edible to the poisonous lass, of an enoding of the Mushroom dataset, at support threshold Æ = 40% in the poisonous
and growth rate threshold  = 2.
To al ulate the aggregate s ore ontributed by all the EPs (meeting some
thresholds) of a lass Ci , we need to (i) nd the EPs of Ci and (ii) dis over their
supports and growth rates. We now list two possible methods:
The large-border based approa h: Max-Miner [1℄ is rst used to eÆ iently
dis over the border of the large itemsets from Di . (Su h a border is alled a
large border, hen e the word \large" in the title of this approa h.) If the large
itemsets represented by the border an be enumerated in memory, then with one
more s an of Di and Di0 we an get the supports and growth rates of the EPs
of Ci . If it an be applied, this approa h an dis over all EPs whose supports in
Di are larger than the given support threshold. However, be ause some larger
borders may represent \exponentially" many andidate itemsets, only a small
portion of these andidates an be held in memory; we need then to use the next
approa h.
The border di erential based approa h: We rst use Max-Miner [1℄ to dis over
the two large borders of the large itemsets in Di and the opponent Di0 having
ertain support thresholds. Then we use the MBD-LLborder (multiple-border
di erential) algorithm of [4℄ to nd all the EP borders. Finally, we enumerate
the EPs ontained in the EP borders, and go through Di and Di0 to he k their
supports and growth rates. With 13 EP borders of the Mushroom dataset for
some support thresholds, using this approa h we qui kly found the supports and
growth rates of 4692 EPs. Sin e MBD-LLborder only nds EPs whose supports
in the se ond dataset are  one support threshold and in the rst dataset are
< another support threshold, we need to apply this method multiple times on
multiple pairs [4℄ of large borders, or ombine it with the previous method, to
get the important EPs satisfying the given support and growth rate thresholds.

5 Redu tion of EPs Used
Given a lass C , we would like to nd as many EPs as possible to give good

overage of the training instan es; at the same time, we prefer EPs that have
relatively large supports and growth rates, as these hara teristi s orrespond to
larger overage and stronger di erentiating power. Very often, many of the EPs
an be removed without loss of too mu h a ura y, by exploiting relationships

between the EPs. Redu tion an in rease understandability of the lassi er, and
it may even in rease predi tive a ura y.
The redu tion step is optional, and it should not be done if it leads to poor
lassi ation of the training instan es. This is a training time de ision.
Our method to redu e the number of EPs uses these fa tors: the absolute
strength of EPs, the relationships between EPs, and the relative di eren e between their supports and growth rates. We measure the absolute strength of EPs
using a new growth rate threshold 0 , whi h should be larger than the growth
rate threshold  for the EPs. The main idea is to sele t the strong EPs and
remove the weaker EPs whi h have strong lose relatives. We will refer to the
sele ted EPs as the essential EPs.
To redu e the set of EPs, we rst sort the mined EPs into a list E, in de reasing order on (growth rate; support). The set of essential EPs, essE, is initialized
to ontain the rst EP in E. For ea h next EP e in E we do 1 and then 2:
1. For ea h EP x in essE su h that e  x, repla e x by e if 1.a or 1.b is true:
1.a. growth rate(e)  growth rate(x)
1.b. supp(e) >> supp(x) and growth rate(e)  0
2. Add e to essE if both 1.a and 1.b are false, and e is not a superset of any x
in essE.

We sele t EPs this way be ause: When ondition 1.a is true, e de nitely
overs more instan es than x sin e e  x, and e has a stronger di erentiating
power than x be ause e has a higher growth rate. A typi al situation aptured by
ondition 1.b is when x is an EP with growth rate 1 but a very small support,
whereas e is an EP whose growth rate is less than that of x but e has a mu h
larger support than x. In this ase, we prefer to have e sin e it overs many more
ases than x and sin e it has a relatively high di erentiating power already due
to its growth rate being larger than 0 . To illustrate this point, onsider these
two EPs of the Iris-versi olor lass from the Iris dataset [12℄:
e1 = (f1; 5; 11g; 3%; 1)
e2 = (f11g; 100%; 22:25)
e2 is learly more useful than e1 for lassi ation, sin e it overs 32 times more
instan es and its asso iated odds, 95:7%, is also very near that of the other EP,
e1 . In our experiments, for 1.b, we set the default value of 0 to 20 and the
supp(e)
default interpretation of the ondition \supp(e) >> supp(x)" is supp
(x)  30.
These parameters an be tuned based on overage on training instan es.

6 Sele tion of Thresholds and Base S ores

To build a lassi er from a training dataset, we need to sele t two thresholds
(one for support and one for support growth rate), and a base s ore for ea h
lass. The sele tion of the base s ores was dis ussed in se tion 3.4.
The sele tion of these an be done automati ally with the guidan e of the
training data, although not done in the experiments reported later: We start with
some default thresholds and per entiles for the base s ores. Then a lassi er is
built and its performan e on the training instan es is found. We then let the
program try several alternatives and see if signi ant improvements are made.
The best hoi e is then sele ted.

We observe from our experiments that the lower the support threshold Æ , the
higher predi tive a ura y the lassi er a hieves; and for ea h support threshold,
the higher the growth rate threshold, the higher predi tive a ura y the lassi er
a hieves. On e Æ is lowered to 1%-3%, the lassi er usually be omes stable in
predi tive a ura y. In our experiments, Æ is usually between 1%{3%.
The growth rate threshold also has strong e e t on the quality of the lassi er
produ ed. Our general prin iple is to (a) mine EPs with a small initial growth
rate threshold su h as 2, and (b) automati ally sele t a larger nal growth rate
threshold guided by the overage of sele ted EPs on the training instan es. Generally, if the growth rate threshold is too high, the lassi er would ontain too
few EPs and the lassi er may have low a ura y be ause of poor overage of
the training instan es. (Coverage of a set of EPs is measured by the number of
zero s ores it produ es on the training instan es: The fewer the number of zero
s ores the better the overage.) On the other hand, if it an be done without
lowering the overage of training instan es, raising the growth rate threshold
would always results in a lassi er with higher predi tive a ura y. Our experiments show that with support threshold 1%{3%, the UCI datasets usually yield
a huge number of EPs with growth rates from 1 to 1 (Ri e-DNA data { see
the next se tion for its des ription { is an ex eption). The automati ally hosen
growth rate threshold is usually around 5.

7 Ri e-DNA, Sensitivity and Pre ision

Our motivation for more a urate measure of lassi ers omes from the ri eDNA dataset (available at http://adenine.krdl.org.sg:8080/limsoon/kozak/ri e),
ontaining ri e-DNA Kozak sequen es.
A genomi DNA is a string over the alphabet of fA, C, T, Gg. The ontext
surrounding the protein translation start site of a gene is alled the Kozak sequen e [7℄. Corre t identi ation of su h start sites from a long genomi DNA
sequen e an save a lot of labor and money in identifying genes on that sequen e.
The start site is always the A-T-G sequen e. The ontext surrounding the A-TG has been the most important information to distinguish real start sites from
non-start sites. A ontext is typi ally taken from up to 15 bases up stream of
A-T-G to 10 bases down stream. So a Kozak sequen e|for the purpose of this
work| onsists of 25 letters (ex luding the A-T-G).
In the genomi DNA sequen es, non-start sites (negative) overwhelm real
start sites (positive) typi ally at a ratio of 24:1 or more. So a distin tive feature
of the ri e-DNA dataset is that the number of instan es of the two datasets
are very unbalan ed. What makes the treatment of this dataset more diÆ ult
is that the number of positives, whi h is more important in reality, is far more
the minority. With this very unbalan ed dataset, even the just-say-no lassi er,
whi h always predi ts an instan e to be negative, will have an overall a ura y
24 = 96%. Unfortunately, the fa t is that not a single real start site has been
of 25
identi ed, whi h is against our aim of lassi ation.
From this analysis we an see that in evaluating a lassi ation method
more meaningful measures than a ura y or error rate on the whole dataset are
desirable. We will use a measure in terms of two parameters, namely sensitivity

and pre ision, for ea h lass, whi h have long been used in the signals world and
in information retrieval [5℄.

De nition 3. Given N instan es whose lass is known to be C , for a lassi er
P , if P labels N 0 instan es as of lass C , of whi h N1 are indeed to be of lass C ,
then N1=N is alled P 's sensitivity on C , denoted sens(C ), and N1 =N 0 is alled
P 's pre
sens( )

C

ision on C , denoted pre (C ). For the spe ial ase of
= 0; pre (C ) = 0.

N0

= 0, we de ne

From the above de nition we an see that sensitivity on a lass C is an indi ation of the strength of a lassi er on C and pre ision tells us how mu h on den e
the lassi er has on C . Using the \minority" vs \majority" terminology, sensitivity for the minority lass represents the per entage of the minorities aught by
the lassi er, pre ision for the minority lass represents the per entage of those
laimed to be of the minority lass are indeed in the minority lass. Clearly, these
are a more a urate des ription of the performan e of the lassi er on lass C .

Example 4. Given the ratio of negative to positive instan es of 24:1, let us examine the performan e of the just-say-no lassi er on the ri e-DNA dataset:
sens(+ve) =
sens( ve) =

0

24
24 = 100%

pre
pre

(+ve) = 0
24 = 96%
( ve) = 25

Sin e the sensitivity and pre ision on the positive lass are more important for
the ri e-DNA dataset, we an on lude that the just-say-no lassi er performs
very badly on the ri e-DNA dataset and we should seek better lassi ers.

8 Experimental Results
We ompare CAEP with ve state-of-the-art lassi ers: C4.5 (without dis retization), CBA, Naive Bayes (NB) [3℄, TAN [6℄ whi h is a state-of-the-art extension
of NB shown to outperform NB and many Bayesian Network approa hes, and
LB [13℄, a re ently proposed lassi er whi h uses long itemsets as the basis of
lassi ation.
Ex ept for ri e-DNA (see x6 for its des ription), the datasets we use are
from the UCI ma hine learning repository [12℄. Furthermore, we test CAEP on
datasets with a large number of re ords and where ea h re ord is long, where no
results of C4.5 or CBA are known to us.
By default, numeri al attributes are dis retized into a number (default=5)
of bins using the \equal bin population" method1 : For ea h attribute, we rst
obtain the ount of o urren es of ea h value in the training instan es; then ea h
value v is mapped to an interval [0:5(v + vl ); 0:5(v + vr )), where vl is the largest
among all values that are less than v and vr is the smallest among all values
that are larger than v ; then iteratively we ombine a onse utive pair of intervals
whi h when ombined give the smallest (in terms of number of o urren es in
instan es) new ombined interval. For starred results dis retization was done by
1

We are extremely grateful to Tim Hansell for helping to implement this method.

using the entropy method [9℄, whose ode is available from the MLC++ ma hine
learning library [8℄.
The hoi e of parameters is as follows. The support threshold (for the tar) otherwise, where N is the
get lasses) is N5 if N < 50, and it is max(1%; 12
N
total number of tuples in the target lass under onsideration. The growth rate
threshold is 5 by default, but it is 2 for ri e sin e there are few EPs there. The
base s ore is set to 85% by default, but it is set to 50% for vehi le.
Results of the other lassi ers for the rst nine datasets are quoted from
[13℄, where ten-fold ross validation (CV-10) is used for all ex ept waveform
(where one-fold ross validation is used). Results of C4.5 and CBA on wine,
ionosphere, iris and ti -ta -toe were quoted from [11℄ (CV-10). All our results
are also obtained by CV-10.
Table 1 ompares the overall predi tive a ura y of CAEP, C4.5 (without
dis retization), CBA, NB, TAN, and LB. Dashes indi ate that results are unavailable. (A re ent test of C4.5 on ri e shows that it has essentially 0% sensitivity and 0% pre ision { it is essentially the \just-say-negative" lassi er whi h
laims that everything is negative; observe that this gives an a ura y of about
96%.) Columns 2, 3 and 4 des ribe the datasets: the numbers of re ords, of
attributes and of lasses respe tively. Ri e-dna and mushroom are hallenging
datasets, having both a large number of instan es and high dimensionality. Observe that datasets of 2, 3 and even more lasses are in luded, and that CAEP
performs equally well. Columns 5 to 10 give the average predi tive a ura y of
the lassi ers.
Table 2 show the a ura y of CAEP, before and after redu tion on several
datasets. It an be seen that although the number of EPs has been dramati ally
redu ed after the redu tion pro ess, there is no big loss in predi tive a ura y
and often there is an in rease in a ura y.
It takes the CAEP lassi er almost no time to de ide the lass of an instan e;
e.g. only 0.01 se ond for a lassi er with 10000 EPs.
Table 3 gives a more detailed hara terization of CAEP on the datasets;
sensitivity and pre ision on ea h lass, before and after redu tion, are listed. It
shows that CAEP generally has good sensitivity and pre ision on ea h lass.
The positive sensitivity and pre ision on the ri e-DNA dataset are better
than the best neural network (NN) results known to us. Sin e we are not aware
of any NN result on ri e, we give an estimate using the NetStart NN [14℄ on
the model di ot Arabidopsis Thaliana, whi h is also a higher plant and whose
sequen e omplexity is omparable to that of ri e. On the Arabidopsis genomi
DNA from Entrez as of 1 April, 1999, the a tual observed a ura y of NetStart
is pre ision = 2.1% and sensitivity = 68%. (NetStart has a mu h higher a ura y
on DNAs; it a hieved a 26% pre ision at 88% sensitivity, for a small Arabidopsis
DNA subset.)

9 Con lusion

In this paper we have proposed a lassi ation method whi h is fundamentally
di erent from previous lassi ers, in luding C4.5 or CBA. It is based on a new
kind of knowledge mined from the training dataset: emerging patterns (EPs).

Table 1: A ura y Comparison
Dataset #re ords #attributes # lasses NB C4.5 TAN CBA LB CAEP #Competitors
australian 690
14
2
.8565 .8428 .8522 .8551 .8565 .8621*
5
german
999
20
2
.741 .717 .727 .732 .748 .7250*
5
heart
270
13
2
.8222 .7669 .8333 .8187 .8222 .8370
5
pima
768
8
2
.759 .711 .7577 .7303 .7577
.75
5
vehi le
846
18
4
.6112 .6982 .7092 .6878 .688 .6632*
5
waveform 5000
21
3
.7851 .704 .7913 .7534 .7943 .8468
5
breast
699
10
2
.97 .9542 | .9528 .9686 .9728
4
leve
303
13
2
.8278 .7229 | .7724 .8219 .8325
4
hepatitis
155
19
2
.8392 .8
| .802 .845 .8303
4
wine
178
13
3
| .927 | .916 | .9711
2
ionosphere 351
34
2
| .9000 | .918 | .9004*
2
iris
150
4
3
| .953 | .929 | .9467
2
ti -ta -toe 958
9
2
| .994 | 1.00 | .9906
2
ri e-DNA 15764
25
2
| | | .553 | .7087
1
mushroom 8124
22
2
| | | | | .9882
0
The datasets are grouped a ording to the number of results available for the
other lassi ers. Best result for ea h dataset is in bold. CAEP outperforms the best
of NB, C4.5, TAN, CBA, LB on 5 out of the 9 datasets where at least four results
are available. CAEP improves the best previous results by 6.6% for Waveform and by
4.7% for Wine.
Table 1.

Table 2: E e t of EP Redu tion
Dataset #re ords #attributes # lasses CAEP A ura y #EPs= lass
w/o red. red. w/o red. red.
mushroom 8124
22
2
98.82% 98.93% 823649 2738
ri e-DNA 15760
28
2
70.87% 75.63% 30555 24449
ti -ta -toe 958
9
2
99.06% 96.87% 5707 682

Spe i ally, our lassi er CAEP is based on aggregating the ontribution of
all EPs for di erentiating instan es of di erent lasses. The aggregate s ore is
proposed to quantify the overall ontribution of all the EPs. The ontribution of
an EP takes into a ount both the support and growth rate of the EP. We then
normalize the aggregate s ores to lassify instan es, by dividing the s ores by
the base s ores ( hosen at a ertain per entile of training instan e s ores) of the
orresponding lasses. The resulting lassi er CAEP is in general more a urate
than C4.5 and CBA, and is a lot more a urate than them over datasets where
they do not have good performan e. CAEP is equally a urate on all lasses,
and an be built eÆ iently from large, even high dimensional datasets. Observing
that a ura y on the whole dataset is too oarse des ription of lassi ers, we also
used a more a urate measure, sensitivity and pre ision, to better hara terize
the performan e of lassi ers. CAEP is also very good under this measure.

Table 3: Pre ision and Sensitivity of CAEP
lass(instan e dist.) sensitivity
pre ision
w/o red. red. w/o red. red.
mushroom edible (52%)
99.43% 99.61% 98.32% 98.46%
poisonous (48%)
98.16% 98.35% 99.38% 99.34%
ri e-DNA positive (4%)
77.01% 73.91% 9.58% 10.95%
negative (96%)
70.62% 75.70% 98.71% 98.63%
ti -ta -toe positive (65%)
99.52% 96.01% 99.07% 99.21%
negative (35%)
98.19% 98.49% 99.13% 93.12%
Dataset
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